Explaining to
users whats
an organizer
vs an
attendee

InVision - Prototype - Buy A - Adding GoToMeeting Product

Multi Step

1

2

3

Says
Choose
Number of
Organizers

question in
UserTesting asked
to change seats
and some users
had challenges

4

5

multiple users
clicked here if
they needed to
change the
quantity.
UserTesting
learnings

Says
Organizer
Seats

6

7

Can users
edit
quantity
here?

8

9

10

11

13

12

we could add pay
using credit card
here and other info
if user buys here

Price is for annual.
ED1 - Live Experience
shows Monthly price
which may be more
easy on the eyes for
users.

InVision - Prototype - Buy B - Adding GoToMeeting Subscription

Does ED1 also
have this tool tip?
Add Question
mark so it's more
visible to users.

Less Steps
14

15

16

Do users understand that
unit represents number of
organizers?
Do we have to show order
summary now?

multiple users
clicked here if
they needed to
change the
quantity.
UserTesting
learnings

question in
UserTesting asked
to change seats
and some users
had challenges

17

user has to
click edit
order to
change
seats.

The user can buy
here instead of
continuing with the
next steps. User can
edit plan, seats, and
annual /monthly here.

Not as overloaded as ED1 Live Experience.

18

We can take
user directly
into product

Can users
edit
quantity
here?

19

20

21

22

23

24

we could add pay
using credit card
here and other info
if user buys here

Price is for annual.
ED1 - Live Experience
shows Monthly price
which may be more
easy on the eyes for
users.

multiple users
clicked here if
they needed to
change the
quantity.
UserTesting
learnings

InVision - Prototype - Trial Buy C - GoToMeeting Free Trial to Adding Subscription

1-Step
25

26

27

Not as overloaded as
ED1 - Live Experience.

The user can buy
here instead of
continuing with the
next steps. User can
edit plan, seats, and
annual /monthly here.

Do users understand
that unit represents
number of organizers?

We can take
user directly
into product

user has to
click edit
order to
change
seats.

Can users
edit
quantity
here?

28

UserTesting Learnings from Variations
- Users liked cancel subscription text better than auto
renew text

29

- Almost every user clicked on edit subscription text
to cancel subscription in subscription page
- Users preferred the multi-step over the less step
version
- Almost every user clicked on Quantity on the top
section in the checkout page to change seats/instead
of clicking on edit order button at the bottom (which
takes user to separate page)

We can take
user directly
into product
Does ED1 also
have this tool tip?
Add Question
mark so it's more
visible to users.

- Users didn’t know where seats were in first
prototype. It said No. of Organizers (which was
confusing)

question in
UserTesting asked
to change seats
and some users
had challenges

Users preferred add a subscription vs add a product.
Price is for annual.
ED1 - Live Experience
shows Monthly price
which may be more
easy on the eyes for
users.

The user can buy
here instead of
continuing with the
next steps. User can
edit plan, seats, and
annual /monthly here.

Breadcrumbs
arrow is pointed
right and color
reflects page
user is on

Recommendations - Adding Subscription / Another Product / Credit Card on File

1-Step
25

26

User can always
click on
breadcrumb to
go back and
update

27

Zoom New Customer - Pro Annual Purchase
A
28

B

C

D

Screenshot from another deck 08/2017

needs to take
user to billing
portal / page /
where he/she
can update
information.

31

Screenshot from another deck 08/2017

When user selects
more than 1 host,
price within left
annual section and
right order summary
updates upon choice.

Breadcrumbs
arrow is pointed
right and color
reflects page
user is on

1-Step
30

G

29

Used Chris S ui
styles for
header, footer,
buttons, and
color.

Recommendations - Upgrading from Subscription to Product - If Credit Card Isn't on File

F

E

User can always
click on
breadcrumb to
go back and
update
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34

Zoom Current Customer - Change Seats

A

Used Chris S ui
styles for
header, footer,
buttons, and
color.

Button
should say
buy

Example of New Conversion Flow

example from the
new conversion form
- after user presses
buy - there is a 5-10
sec load time for user
to get directed to
next page.

Button
should say
buy

B

C

D

E

F

G

